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• Watson and Crick built their 
model based on the genetic 
properties the molecule must 
accomplish.

• They published their paper in 
1953 in the Journal Nature.
• MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF 

NUCLEIC ACIDS

• Vol 171 (No. 4356 April 25, 1953): 737-

738.



One Chain Encodes Information

1. One polynucleotide chain
1. 5’ to 3’ encode information like linear written 

language.
2. There four nucleotides are letters.  Adenine, 

Guanidine, Cytidine, and Thymidine
1. Order not random
2. Three letters per word

1. 64 word language
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DNA Must Be Self-Replicating

• The genetic molecule must be 
able to be made into two 
identical molecules with one 
each going to daughter cells.

• Accuracy is important, changes 
leads to changes in content 
information.

• Watson and Crick knew the 
molecule had two 
polynucleotide strands.

• They wrapped into a regular 
helix

• A = T

• G = C

• They reasoned that the bases 
interacted with A interacting 
with T and G interacting with C.



DNA Base Pairing

• The interaction between bases is 
what holds the strands together 
in a double twisting helix.

• Through weak specific hydrogen 
bonds.

• One strand specifies the 
sequence of the other strand







• One Strand specifies the other
• Complimentary

• Each polynucleotide strand is very strong due 
to the covalent phosphodiester bonds.

• The two strands may be pulled apart because 
the hydrogen bonds are weak.  

• They can break and rejoin easily
• Denature and renature

• Since the two strands of DNA are 
complementary, each strand acts as a 
template for building a new strand in 
replication

• In DNA replication, the parent molecule 
unwinds, and two new daughter strands are 
built based on base-pairing rules



DNA Must Be Stable

• Phosphodiester bond is very strong 
and difficult to break.
• Resists both acids and bases
• Boiling doesn’t break them

• Deoxy-makes resistant to breakage
• 1.7-Million-Year-Old Rhino Tooth 

Provides Oldest Genetic 
Information Ever Studied

• Scientists say they have discovered 
the oldest DNA on record. It was 
found in the teeth of mammoths 
that lived in northeastern Siberia 
up to 1.2 million years ago.



DNA Must Enable Mutation
• Mutations or changes 

are necessary for 
evolution and 
diversification of life.


